
Let's get this show on the other foot! It's not over until hell freezes

Shed some light on the end of the tunnel
You can't build an ivory tower, without killing 
a few elephants

Never a day goes by without shooting a 
dead horse Sweep the cat under a bag
You've made your bed, now let sleeping 
dogs lie.

Good tradesman never blames the sharpest 
tool in the shed

Soup to oranges We’ll burn that bridge when we get to it
Drinking the Kool Aid from the fire hose Butter up the hatches!
Out of debt; out of mind. If the shoe fits, eat it too.

It’s about party time!!
If at first you don’t succeed, you’re a rotten 
egg

Early bird gets a can of worms

We'll cross that bridge carrying a big stick.
You mess with the bull, you get the china 
shop.

Don't let the bedbugs bite you in the ass. Make hay while the iron is hot
You can lead a bear to the woods, can 
you still beat it? When it rains, it's cats and dogs
Alls well in love and war Live and let learn
Like counting sheep to the slaughter Kick the bucket list
Got away with it by the skin of my pants The later they laugh, the harder they fall
Let's throw the book at the end of your 
labor At the drop of a penny
It's no use crying over spilled beans. Nice guys laugh last
The road to hell in a row. I may be dumb but I’m not a rocket science
Remember to put your pants on one leg 
at a time, before you walk a mile in their 
shoes.

Where there’s a will, there are skeletons in 
the closet

A stitch in time keeps the doctor away. Cream of the litter
The Road to Hell is Paved with a 
Handbasket

There are plenty of fish in the barrel, but 
you're scraping the bottom

Be yourself, everyone else is takin' a 
dump. As easy as falling off a cake
No sweat of my browIf fishes had 
bicycles, then beggars would ride

I’m going to see a man about a gift horse in 
the mouth.

An apple a day keeps me on my toes
It ain’t over until the fat lady has her cake and 
eats it

A rolling stone tells no tales.
The proof is in the details and the devil is in 
the pudding

A watched pot boils twice a day You can take that to the bank and smoke it.
Let's hit this show on the road! There's plenty of fish in the barrel
The limit is beating a dead fish in a sky 
barrel. There's no business like nobody's business
No sweat of my back A watched pot never calls the kettle black.
It takes a village to raise an idiot A burning bridge gathers no moss
Let's not mince metaphors This is gonna be a walk in the cake



I trust ya about as far as I can throw my 
back out

The road to a mountain is paved with 
molehills

Don't count your chickens before you're 
out of the woods

A picture's worth a thousand birds in the 
hand.

If wishes were fishes you'd feed a man 
forever A stitch in time keeps the doctor away
Eat shit and die a hero. A light at the end of your rope
Keep your gaps bridged, and your 
bridges burnt It's like herding cats out of the bag.
I was so shocked, I almost fell off my 
high horse. It’s all fun and games til the cows come home
Give a man a fish, nothing gained. He's not the smartest cookie in the shed.
A needle in the haystack is better than 
two in the bush The chicken doesn’t fall far from the tree
Work like nobody's business It’s not rocket surgery
There no time to waste like the present! That left a bad taste in my ears.
The elephant in the room never forgets


